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Abstract

Push-Hand is to learn how to apply the Tai Chi Chung in reality. The purpose of this study was to investigate the ground
reaction forces (GRF) and trajectories of center of mass (COM) for both sides while interactive fixed-steps push-hand (single
hand operation – peng style). Two subjects practicing Tai Chi Chung at least five years in this study. Three dimensional
kinematic and GRF data were collected simultaneously by VICON motion analysis system and KISTLER force plates
respectively. The GRF and trajectory of COM of both sides was analyzed by Visual 3D software. The results showed that the
vertical trajectories of COM were different between two subjects. Vertical GRF change apparently while body was propelled in
push-hand process. Accordingly, we conclude that the pushing-off by posterior foot propels the body to front, and the
pushing-off by anterior foot propels the body to back. It conformed to the principle of Tai Chi Chung.
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Abstract

Purpose: The aim of this research was to analyze the pawing movement of lower limb when performing hurdling relative
ground reaction variation and center of gravity. Methods: Ten (four males and six females) elite athletes from college were
asked to execute the hurdling on experimental track. Kinematics data were collected from a high-speed camera at 1000 Hz by
SIMI Reality Motion System. The ground reaction force (1000 Hz) collected from a Kistler force plate and analysis by
Bioware 2.0. Both Kinematics and ground reaction force record were simultaneous. Results: Body center of gravity position to
be higher than hurdle during initial stance phase with performing hurdle. Subjects had different of angle on pawing movement
those males almost to be lower than females. Especially, subject A results of braking force and propulsion force were well on
initial stance phase due to pawing movement. Conclusions: In this study our results indicated subject A skill to be better than
other subjects, but couldn’t landing and pawing movement simultaneous. In addition, pawing angle changes can influence
pawing movement and push-off effectively. Future: It expects that continues to research about landing effective, then will
supply various levels of coach and athletics basic concepts to reference.
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